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TECHHICAL NOTE NO. 262.

THE INSTALLATION AND CORRECTIOii GF COMPASSES IN AIRPLANES.

By X. l?.Schoeffel.

Introduction

The saving of time that results from flying across country

on compass headings is beginning to be widely recognized. At

the same time the general use of steel tube fuselages has made

a knowledge of compasi correction much more necesfiary than was

the case when wooden fuselages were the rule.b

This paper has been prepared primarily for the benefit of
J

the pilot who has never studied navigation and who does not de-

sire to go into the subject more deeply than to be able to fly

compass courses”with confidence. It also contains material for

the designer who wishes to install his compasses with the ex–

pectation that they may be accurately corrected.

.. .
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I. Causes of Compass Errors

The most c-on causes, due,to which airplane compasses

to indicate the true north are:

(a) ~gnet ic variation;

(b) &gr.ctic deviation;

(c) Vibration;

(d) Fa~lty compass.

MAGNETIC VARIATION is

United States to the angle

magnetic compass fails to point to the true north. Magnet ic

the name generally given in the

by which a completely undisturbed

variation is frequently called “declination” in the Army Airb

Corps and in Europe. It is due to the fact that the north mag-
t

netic pole of the earth lies in Northern Canada and not at the

true north pole.

MAG3U3T1C DEVIATION is the name given in the U. S. Navy to

the effect of the Magnetic Materials of the airplane upon

the compass.

Vi3RATION of the airplane, if sufficiently severe, may

cause junping or even spinning of the compass while the airplane

is in straight flight.
.

The most common causes of a FAULTY COMPASS are:

(a) LOSS of liquid;

(b) pivot off the jewel;
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\
(c) Canted card.;

1 (d) Cracked jewai:

(e) Blun.tea pi.vc;= ---

11. Discussion and Elementary’ explanation

of the Causes of Error and the Met-hods of Correction

(a)

compassefi

Conpass Marking.

AS a preliminary it should be said tht all American

rre marked cm the following general systen:

North is callti O degrees

?iorthea.stis.calle!i 45 11

East II II 90 11

Southeast ‘1 ‘1 135 “

South H II U30 “

Southwest “ 1) 225 “.

yf~ St II II 2’70 “

Eorthwest “ II 315 ‘f

In other words, all directions are given in degrees of a circle,

north being 0, and the angle being measured to the right from

north. It is common to mark the card as follows:

Eorth is mar-ked N

50° II II 3

~oo II II 6

East “ II E
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4 and so on around the ca~d, with unmarked lines at each 5°

\ interval. Since airplane compasses are mounted ahead of the

pilot; the figure U is actually on the south side cf the

card.and the figure 5 cn the north side, but the system r+

mains the same. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

(b) Magnet ic Variation.

MAGNETIC VARIATION is the angle by which a completely

undisturbed compass fails to point to the true north. . It is

not a constant angle, but varies throughout the world. THE

COMPASS CANNOT BE CORRECTED FOR VARIATION; it is necessary for

the pilot to know the variation for the general region in which

he is flying. It does not change very rapidly. In general,.

it will not change more than about 1 degree in a 100–mile east-
1

west flight, and much less in a north-south flight. The value

of the variation is marked on the aeronautical strip maps is-

sued by the Army Air Corp8 and the Naval Hydrographic Office

and is marked on most good commercial maps. On the Army maps

it is generally marked in red on the edge of the map, and is

given without a name, as “7$0,,0 The variation is given as,

for example, “6 degrees easterly[’ or “1O degrees westerly.’!

Easterly variation means that the compass needles are ~lled to

the east or right of the true north, and therefore the compass

reads less than it should by the number of degrees of variation..

For instance, suppose the variation is !5°E, and it is desired
B
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to find the compass heading corrected for variation correspond–k

ing to a true heading of 45°. This corrected heading, which ip
i —-

known as the KAGI?ETIC HZAUING, is then 45° minus 5° equals 40°.

If the variation is westeTly, it is added to the true heading to

find the magnetic heading. The Army Air Corps strip maps have

marked alongside the courses from place to place the value of

the magnetic course. This means that the variation has already

been applied to the t~e course and it is not necessary for the

pilot to apply the variation correction.

In case no values of the variation can be fotmd on the map

to be used, the pilot can d~termine it with fair accuracy on

the ground by the following method: Set acompass on the ground

. at least 50 feet from any large masses of steel or iron, or

1 electric wires. Line up the lubber lines of the compass care-

fully on true north and south by sighting them on the North Stdr,

or by aligning them on streets” or section lines which are known
.

to run due north and south. After the compass has steadied

down, read the compass. If it reads, for example, 30°, the var-

iation is 30° west. If it reads, for example, 330°, the varia-

tion is 30° east. It will be noticed that in the first case

the needles have been pulled to the west of.true north and in

the second case to the east of true north, hence the names wes-

terly and easterly (Fig. 2). After,taking a reading it,is ad– ,-

. visable to move the compass about 20 feet to see if the two

●
readings che-ckas the compass may have been accidentally placed
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‘x over a buried pipe line or other mass of iron.

Actually the variation is now 20° westerly .in eastern

Yaine and decreases to O on the general

nat i, Szvannah, and then inczeases to 26°

of Washington.

(c) WgneticDeviation.

line Saginaw, Cinciri-

easterly in the state

MAGNETIC DEVIATION is the compass error due to the

presence of iron or steel or to the effect of electric wiring

in the airplane. It varies with each direction in which the

airplane is headed, but it can be corrected nevertheless, and

the compass made to read magnetic headings or within 2 or 3 de-

grees of magnetic headings..

Without going at all deeply into the theory, the following
J

simple explanation can be given. Suppose one of the longerons
..

forward of the compass has become magnetized in some way with a

north pole near the nose and a south pole nearer the compass.

Then, when the airplane is headed north, this south

longeron will attract the north pole of the compass

hold the compass on north more strongly than usual.

airplane is headed east, the compass magnets should

-pole in the

needle and

When the

lie directly

athwartships, but the south pole in the longeron will pull the

north end of the magnets to the east and cause an EASTERLY DmI-

ATION (so-called because the COmpELSSneedles have been pulled toL

the east). When the’airplane is headed south, the sduth pole
8

in the longeron will tend to repel the south pole of the compass
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A
needle, which pole is ncw toward the nose of the airplane and

1 will weaken the effect cf the ea~th’s magnetism.

When the airplane is headed west,

should again lie athwn%ship, b’~t the

geron wili pull the nozth pole of the

the compass needles

sou=~hpole in the lon-

corrIF3,ssneedles to the

west this time and cause a l~STE~y DEV~ATIO1~ (so–called because

the needles have heen pulled to the west of north).

Figure 3 may make this more understandable. It must be un-

derstood that had the longeron become magnetized with its south

pole forward, the effect would be just opposite.

This is far from being the complete theory but illustrates

one of the commonest cases of deviation in airplanes.
.

The deviation can be easily corrected by putting small
i

COMPENSATOR MAGNZTS in the compass which will give an effect

equal and opposite to that of the iron of the airplane.

All Navy ard most ccw~zezc:al ccmpasses have underneath the

compass two tubes, one fG~e and aft and one athwartships, in

which these compensator magnets may be placed. The Army instru-

ment-board-mounting compasses have these tubes on top. These
.4

tubes are usually covered by a cap held in place by two screws.

Back off these screws and turn the cap a bit; the tubes will then

be uncovered and the ma=mets can be placed in.them and then held

in place by resetting the cap and screws..

Compensator ma~.ets are always furnished with new compass- .
b

es or can be obtained fron compass manufacturers.
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& The method of placing the magnets is as follows: ..

Heads

corrected

until the

makes the

the airplane accurately cn wagnetic north (true north

for variati>a). Put ma~.,eks in the J!IHW:.?21S2HPtube

compass zea.lficcrth. If a.maglet is put in SZMI it

error worse take it out and put the other end in

first. Magnets of va~ying st~engths are usual.iy furnished, but

if no magnet can be fc)uild that is not too strong, break one in

two, tap it on its end a.few times and try it. Use the athwart-

ship tube because the best way to close a door is to push at

right angles to it, not along it.

Then head the airplane east ma~etic (90° from north znag-

netic) and put compensator magnets in the fore and aft tube until
.

the compass reads east.

J Most of the work is now done.

It may not-be possible to find a combination of magnets

which will make the cc-m-pass read exactly north and east. In

that case try to get it within 2 or 3 degrees short of the point

which is being tried for. If the compass is pushed past the

point it is OVER COMPENSATED and will be sluggish.

NOW swing

north on north

If it does not

to south magnetic.

magnetic it should

read south, change

If the compass reads exactly

read south on south magnetic.

the athwartships magnets to

take out half the
.

reading) on north

b

( 178° reading) on

error. If it reads say 2° west deviation (2°

magnetic it should read 2° east deviation

south magnetic. If the same deviation in the
—
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.

opposite direct ion is not fou~d on south magnetic as on north

●

magnet ic, change the athwart ships n’.~nets to take cut half the

difference. For i~~tap-ce, suppose the dev-iati.m cm north nag-

neti.c was 2° wc6t (2° ~e%dirig)but in~tead of beirg 2° east

(178° readin~) on south umgnet ic, it is 6° cast (174° reading) .

In such a case change the athwo,rtship magnets to give 4° east

deviation (176° reading) on.south ~~~1’e~ic.

?i?orv swing to west magnetic. If the compass reads east on

east magnetic it should read west on west magnetic. If it does

not read”west, change the fore and aft magnets to take on-half

the error. If 3° easterly deviation (87° rending) was fo&d on

east magnetic, a 3° westerly deviation (273° reading) should be
.

found on west aagnetic. If the deviation on west magnetic is
,,

not t-ne same in the opposite

take out half the difference

After having checked on

direction as on east magnetic,

as was done on sout”nmagnetic.

~.orth, east: south and we@, it is

advisable to head the airglane on at least every 45 degree

magnetic h“~ding, that is, on

North magnetic

& II

East [r

135° 1’

South II

225° ~’

West if

315° 11
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4 or better still, on every 30 degree magnetic heading and find

what error remains. Even if the compensation has been perfect
●

on north, east, so~th, and west, small elrcrn may still exist

on the”other headings due to the existence of factors not dis-

cussed here.

The errors which are found on this complete swing should

then be put in the form of a table and the table posted where

it can be readily seen. One of the

below:

Magnetic Head

North

:g

60

East

1.20

1~()

South

210

r g 40

‘West

3G0

~-.Jao

In order to place the airplane

.
headings it is necesfiary to lay out

* easily dor.eby settiinga compam on

handiest forms is given

Compass Head

~o

33

62

90

113

149

178

209

241

270

302

5s2

on the desired magnetic

these headings. This can be

the gzound about 50 feet
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●

from any large rasses of steel, and setting out two pegs accu-.

‘ ratcly placed or.the north-south line in.dicated by the compass. —

The pegs should be ~laced a distance apart abollt twice the

length of the airp~nnc bo be swung. Then with tke distance be-

tween these begs as ~.diameter lay out a circle and mark it off

in demecs with pegs at every 45°, or better, every 30°. In

getting the ma=gnetic north–south line of this CO1lPASS ROSZ, care

should ‘oe taken to see that there are no compensator maOgets in

the compass compensator ‘tubes.

In qetting the compass error on the various headings it is

important that the contro} stick, if of 6teel, be held in the

approxi~,a.te level fli~ht position and that, if the fuselage is
.

of steel, the tail be lifted until the fuselage is in the approx-

.
imate level flight position. For accurate work it is desirable

to have the engine warmed up and running whll e getting the com-

pass error, but it is very seldum that this is really necessary.

Placing the compensator magnets in the tubes can be made

much easier by using a pair of brass tweezers to handle the mag-

nets as they will not stick to brass.

If the deviations are found to”be 5° or less before the com–

pensator magnets are put in, it is better not to compensate at

all, but ju~t to swing the airplane on the vaqious magnetic

headings and make a table of the deviations. Using the comPen– ___
.

sator rria~ets alvays makes a compass somewhat more sluggish. If

*
any of the deviations are over 300 it is best to try to find a
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.
new location for the conpass, as compensating such a deviation

. VJillmake the compass very sluggish. It will.be ireqllently

found that m-oving a coapass a fem inches away frcm sieel parts

will imprme it tremendously.

.Htcr the compass has been

fron tiae to time by lixling the

while flying .insmooth air over

direction is knom and allowing

..-r

cunpensat ed it may b e checked

airplane on a knowm heading or

streets or section lines whose

for drift. If steel wires

which vibrate a good deal are close to the compass, say within

a foot of it, the deviation may change considerably after long

flights, as vibration of steel gives ideal conditions for chang-

ing its rfiagnetism. Ir.one case a deviation was found to in-
●

crease 160 after a lofigflight. After an airplane has been in ,
.

service for some time and has been well shaken down, not much

change in deviat Ion due to vibration need be feared.

If flights of a thousand Riles or more north or south are

to be nade the deviation may be expected to change a few de-

grees due to parts of the theory not given here. Usually this

effect can be neglected.

(d) Vibration.

In addition to the effect of vibration on deviation,

vibration may have another and much more serious effect, tkat is,

. to cause jumping or SpilZning. Once this jumping is seen it is

very easily recognized,, as the card will be seen to jump very
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*

erratically, to swing 20 or 30 degrees to one side very rapi~ly,

.
to start to swing back, antithen to jurq and swing off again.

If the vibration is ve:y bad the compass may ev~a spin like a

top. This vibraticn j-~ping shoal.dnoz be corfuseclwith the

w.uch less jerky and erratic swinging of a compass in bunpy air

or while the airplar.e is being maneuvered. The swinging in

bumpy air will average out as in a short time the swings to the

1eft will equal the swings to the right.

Fortunately this vibration jumping does not often appear

and even then only at certain engine speeds. It can usually b e

overccme by making the compass mount more rigid, by making the

surface on which it is mounted r,ore rigid, by moving the ccrn-S

pass a few inches, or by using one of t-heanti-vibration mounts
.

now appearing on the market. ,

The cause of this vibration jumping is very simple. (Refer

to Figure 4, which illustrates one type of compass. ). At best

the earth’s magnetism is not very strong. When the parts touch, .

as shown in the lower diagram, the compass card is given a turn-

ing push which is much stronger than the holding force of the

earth’ s magnetism.

(e) Fati.ty Compasses.

One often sees compasses with the card canted and

.
stuck. If this is due to the pivot being off the jewel or to an

t air bubble having been caught under the card, the condition can

frequently be corrected by shaking the conpass violently.
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●

The appearance of bubbles means a leaking compass. Bubbles ‘

*
the size of a quarter dollar generally have litt’le effect, but

if they becmze

pass should be

ways provided.

much lzrg.er the effect Till be tat and the ccm–

refill.xi through the fillhg plug which is al-

Some cmpasses are filled with alcohol water

mixtures and some with petroleum derivatives. If the compass to

be refilled’requires alcohol–water and only bubbles have ap-

peared, add distilled water. If the compass has leaked to such

an extent that a free liquid surface has formed, a mixture of

50% alcohol and 50~ distilled water should be added. If the

compass is filled with a petroleum liquid, any leakage should be

made up by adding water-white kerosene. DO not put kerosene in
●

an alcohol-water compass or vice versa-for the result is cer-
.

tain to be bad.

A cracked jewel or blunted or broken pivot will cause the

card to rotate jerkily or even to stick completely. This con-

dition may be found by holding a magnet near the compass until

it has turned about 10°. Then take the magnet away suddenly.

The compass should retuzn to its original, reading within 2Q. -

. fore

must
s

fI~o Installation of Conpasses

Whenever po’ssible the compass should be installed on the

and aft center line of the”airplane. The lubber lines .

be accurately lined up with the fore and aft center line.

No definite rules can be laid down for the distance of a
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. com~ass from r:agnetic ne.rts to insure a given deviation, as the

deviation depend= upoa the decree of ma:~etization which the
●

parts have acciiier.iallyacquired. Ko~e~er, if the airplane d~

signer keeps the fcllq,~ing recowmerld.ationsin minds he may confi-

dently expect that

pass wi?.1he ~oed.

The following

pass and parts, ~

the magnetic conditions surrounding the corc.-

dis%.nces should be allowed between the com-

m2Jl&iti:

(a) Structural zods and wires, 15[1.

(b) Fire walls, 241’.

(c) Tanks or floor plates above or below the compass, 151’.

(d) Tan::~:: Jt: center line ahead. of or behind the com-
.

(e) Tanks not on t;e centez line, 30”.

(f) Cowling or instrument board, 24”.

(g) ~~ovable parts, fiuc-nas the control column, 18!’.

(h) Untwist ed direct current wiring; 36”.

(i) Essential removable parts, such as cranks and tool
kits, 3611.

(j) Engine~, as far as is consistent with good visibility
of the co~pass.

If direct current wires are twisted one over the other they have

no effect. Alternating current wires have no effect.

To double the distance from a magnetic part decreases the

● .
effect of that part to a,pproxima.telyone-fourth of its previous :

1 ~rt?.~~~.
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. Steel, iron, and terne plate, since the last contains iron,

are nract ically tk.e only mclgnetic Eat erials used in a,.irplanes.
●

Duralumin, alminum, ?JHSS, bronze, and wood have co ma~etic

effect ~hatwrer, upon a com-oass...

The conpass shou].dbe so installed that access to the.com-

pensator ma,~et tubes is easy,

The compass should be secured to a surface which is suffi-

ciently ri~id not to rmgnif y the airplane’ s vibration.

I IV. SumRary

To w.ount the compass:

See that it is filled, the card not canted, and the card

. working freely. Llhe it up on the center line where it is

. well away from ma=gnetic parts, easily visible, rigidly secured

and the compensator tubes accessible.

To compensate the compass:

Stow the tool–kit, crank, etc;, where they are usually car-

ried. Head the airplane on ma”gnetic north. Remove the devia-

tion by putting magnets in the athwartship tube. Head” the air-

plane on magnetic east. Remove the deviation by putting mag-
.-

nets in the fore and aft tube. Head the airplane on magnetic

south and remove half the deviation. Head the airplane on mag- .

netic west and remove half the deviation. Place the airplane.

on at least the eight magnetic headings 45° apart, beginning
s

with north, and make a table of the compass headings correspond-
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ing to the magnetic headings. Whenever the compass reading is.

being taken the fuselage and controls should be approximately
.

in the position of level flight and the compass should be tapped

with tinefinger.
#

To check the ccmpa~s:

Occasionally ccmpare the ccmpass reading, when the airplane

is on a lmown nagnetic heading, with the value given on the .

table.

The small amount of work required in compensating a compass

will be well repaid by the resulting ability to fly across coun–

try without following railroads.

.

.
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